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 With over 225 different exercise options, the Inclusive Dual Adjusta-

ble Pulley provides variety enjoyed by both disabled and non-

disabled  exercisers 

 Ergonomically shaped adjustments are easily identifiable and easy to 

grasp 

 High-contrast tactile weight stack labels help visually  impaired us-

ers determine weight increments and pin placement 

 Pulley handle is easily distinguishable and allows users to adjust pul-

ley height with one hand 

 Stability handles allow users to steady themselves;  handles fold in 

when not in use 

Signature Series Cable Motion Inclusive Dual  

Adjustable Pulley  

High-contrast Tactile Weight 

Stack Labels 

Key Features 
Ergonomically Shaped               

Adjustments 

D-shaped handle for easy, single-

handed adjustment  

Safety Handles 

 

 



 Advanced elements like our patented FlexDeckTM Shock  

 Absorption System and LifespringTM shock absorbers make work-

ing out on a Life Fitness Treadmill incredibly comfortable 

 Embossed controls and dome switches on the new console overlay         

increase tactility to allow visually impaired users to easily navigate          

commands 

 Embossed controls on the new activity zone overlay allows visually           

impaired users to easily navigate the most-used controls 

 Contrast lines, increased logo size and an additional logo on the run-

ning belt indicates to users that the treadmill is in operation 

 Platform reduces the step-up height allowing both disabled and non-

disabled users easier access to the product 

Elevation Series 95T IFI Inclusive Treadmill  

New Activity  Zone Overlay 

Key Features 

Clear Console Overlay 

High Contrast Belt 

Step Up Platform 



 The Recumbent Lifecycle® Exercise Bike is the fitness choice of a wide 

range of people - from those first embarking on a fitness plan to serious 

athletes recovering from an injury 

 New Pedal features a heel strap to help keep the user’s foot in 

place 

 Contrast Marking identifies the step-through point on the machine for 

easy access 

 Tactile Seat Position Markings allows visually impaired users to 

identify and change the seat position 

 High-contrast level controls are easily identifiable and accessible  

Elevation Series 95R IFI Inclusive Recumbent Lifecycle®               

Exercise Bike  

Step-Through Contrast Marking 

Key Features 

Easy to use Pedal 

Tactile Seat Position Markings 

At-Your-Fingertips Resistance 



 New Pedal features a heel strap to help keep the user’s foot in place 

 Coloured Seat Adjustment allows visually impaired users to more easily     

locate the seat height adjustment 

 High Contrast Resistance Control makes it easier to identify re-

sistance adjustments 

 Platform reduces the step-up height allowing both disabled and non-

disabled  

Elevation Series 95C IFI Inclusive Upright Lifecycle®  

Exercise Bike 

Coloured Seat Adjustment 

Key Features 

Easy to use Pedal 

High Contrast Resistance Control 

Step Up Platform 


